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II
THE NEAR EAST
The years slipped by, five of them, the hedges were
grown high, the trees were now giving shade in plenty,
and who knows if presently the peace which I was
enjoying might not have begun to pall    Now and again
I could feel the wanderer in me begin to stir, and I would
know that University vacations could not give food
enough for my greedy appetite for travel    What is the
good of the Riviera or Rapallo, a dash to Egypt, a
camel ride from Biskra into the desert or a few brisk
weeks in Algeria with a blizzard at Timgad by way of
diversion?   What  are   things like these to a nomad?
Man is born a nomad or a stay-at-home    I suppose
we are all descended from an endless line of husband-
men    Some of us, the primitives, claim descent from
the pastorahsts, people who grazed their sheep over
vast spaces seeking ever fresh woods and pastures new
We, their descendants, are the pioneers, the poachers,
the nomads    The stay-at-homes come from the plough-
man's line    They follow, not their star, but the plough
Each of them in some furrow musing stands, and watches
the standing corn    Their ploughlands are their world,
and the next village off their map    They must be
stay-at-homes, for should they leave their fields the
birds would take the corn, or weeds would grow up and
choke it    They stand in the centre of a whirling year,
to-day harvest, to-morrow ploughing of the stubbles,
threshing meanwhile,  then the day of seed sowing,
harrowing and rolling and hoeing, until with the har-
vest the farmers' year begins again When they go away,
the ploughmen of the world think only to return, but
when the nomads go they want to stay away    Their
journey is their destination    By this ye may know them1
My father was a nomad before me    Day by day,
week by week, he would go about his business affairs

